The Cup Regatta 2019
From the Boat Photo Competition
Bring some Cup Regatta glory to your classic yacht, aka keeping the skipper a little bit more happy.
For those who feel the skipper considers them to be an essential part of his supernumerary team ie (a kind
and gentle definition) being a person with many tasks at the same time, here’s one more task. We know our
skippers deem watching trim tab synchronisation is easy. Good for him, you say, however to show how easy
it is, keep that camera handy and ready to record those there and gone moments, such as your skippers
brilliance.Lt the world see what you see.
Here’s how, as described by our VP Richard Macrae.
For the contest, we'll do it on the format that the photo must be lodged within Teamapp via the "Gallery"
button. So therefore people will need to download and sign up for TeamApp.
The contest will be judged on the basis of it will be a combination of the most "thumbs up" on the app, my
judgement and our Cup Regatta photographer, Andy's Indrans, judgement. This should mean that just hitting
the thumbs up numerous times won’t win your boat the prize. Andy can look at technical merit, and I'll look
at overall and most humorous photo and caption. Between us we can come up with an unbiased winner.
We shall limit to one photo per person per day with a single overall prize at the end.
Judgement day Presentation BBQ. Prize Glory for your boat and just maybe a little less time underneath it
for you. Out of the water that is, not keel hauling.
The linked document has instructions for signing up to TeamApp.
A comment from your handicapper.
Go for it. Be my eye in the sky. A pretty picture tells a thousand words to the handicapper. Up loading your
selected image is a breeze. Include comments to enlighten that handicapper about the your photo’s story. My
process to post an image on the Team app gallery was this. Download the camera images to my desktop.
Log into CYAA Team, open up the gallery page. Select the image to be uploaded, generate the photo
comment, the true story that is, then start the up load. Team App will send a receipt confirming the image
upload. Next step. Wait for kind words from the skipper. If that happens, watch out, lot’s of soap bubbles
coming your way.
All up our photo competition is another first for our evolving Cup Regatta story. Be part of the Cup
Regatta evolution.
Richard Macrae VP CYAA richard.macrae@tpg.com.au

